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In this new edition of Be TISLS we take a look to the activities we had to celebrate our youngest members
in the 2021 version of the Child's Week, and we tell you how we achived to implement our hybrid method
of education. Also, read about an interesting iniciative that involved an important part of TISLS’ history
and combined our past with our future throughout a generational crossover, and see how our teachers
share experiences in classroom to make learning an entertaining experience. 
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Our 12th grade students had a
vocational activity that involved
an important part of TISLS’
history, and combined our past
with our future. It was a
generational crossover that
gathered our actual 12th grade
students with some of our 2000
alumni, in a conversation about
careers, college and
professional experiences.

Between August 2nd and
August 6th, we developed a
series of fun and playful
activities focused on our
younger TISLS community
members, that considered an
active participation of students,
weather they were at home or
physically at school. 
It was a special activity for all
our Lower School Community.

On April 19th, we took a
significant step on our “Back
to School” schedule, by
implementing the hybrid
method education, and giving
the parents the option of
sending their kids to school.

Four months from that, we tell
you more about how we made
it possible.

child's week how we did it

August 2021

voices that guide

https://www.tisls.cl/portal/semana-del-nino-en-tisls-childs-week-at-tisls/
https://www.tisls.cl/portal/informatica-como-hicimos-posible-el-desafio-de-las-clases-mixtas-back-to-classrooms-with-an-hybrid-method-of-education-how-we-made-it-possible/
https://www.tisls.cl/portal/charla-vocacional-unio-a-dos-generaciones-tisls-the-vocational-talk-that-connected-two-generations/


TISLS BALANCE

young leader

EXPERIENCES IN CLASSROOM

A complete balance sheet of

TISLS 2020 management was

presented to our school

community. The instance,

included areas like the

preventive measures adopted

to ensure a quality education

for all of our students despite

the pandemic enviroment and

the many initiatives applied to

make TISLS a safe space for all.

Motivation is an inner force
that makes people move
from their comfort zone
encouraging them to face
challenges and new
experiences. That happened
to our tenth grader PJ
Catalina Muñoz, who has
had the drive to apply for 
 the Aldea Bayer Kimlu, an
integral program for
youngsters who long to be
one of the coming leaders in
the fields of science,
technology, engineering, and
mathematicsmiddle teachers meeting

 

Our Middle School teachers had their
first educational meeting, in which they
could share successful teaching
experiences in classroom.
The main objective of this activity, was
to create a favorable environment in
which our teachers could share and
exchange teaching strategies to apply
in different assignments, making
learning a dynamic and effective
experience.
The usage of Google Forms,
gamification applied to essays,
strategies to generate and maintain a
good environment in classrooms and
the implementation of technological
tools for assignments and evaluations
where some of the addressed topics.
This space was highly appreciated by
our teachers. “It was an excellent
instance to acknowledge and share the
different pedagogic strategies our
colleagues apply in classrooms", said
our Music Teacher, Miss Ariadna
Valenzuela.

 

 

 
As school, we celebrate and

highlight our teachers’

enthusiasm and commitment

towards our school’s

community.

CATALINA MUÑOZ 

https://www.tisls.cl/portal/cuenta-publica-tisls-gestion-2020-tisls-balance-2020/
https://www.tisls.cl/portal/encuentro-pedagogico-middle-school-middle-school-educational-meeting/
https://www.tisls.cl/portal/cuenta-publica-tisls-gestion-2020-tisls-balance-2020/

